Tel: 028 9447 3903
Part of the John Mulholland Group

Hyundai Kona Electric 64kWh Premium

£337.00
Per Month
Ex VAT
Business Contract Hire (6+47)
48 Monthly payments of:
Initial Rental:

£337.47
£2,024.82

Mileage per annum:

8,000

Excess mileage (pence per mile):

5.60p

About this Car
The Hyundai KONA Electric is the first compact electric SUV in Europe. Combining impressive electric driving
range with bold and distinctive SUV style.Nobody ever said that electric mobility had to be boring. Quick off the line
thanks to the 395 Nm of instant torque delivered through the all-electric powertrain, KONA Electric accelerates from
0 to 62 mph in only 7.6 seconds in the 64 kWh version. You define your preferred range by selecting from two
battery versions: the 39.2 kWh version with up to 194 miles and the 64 kWh version with up to 300 miles driving
range on a single charge.KONA Electric’s confident, unique style sets it apart from the crowd. At the front, the sleek
closed grille proudly signifies its electric powertrain and together with the characteristic LED twin headlights,
creates a truly one-of-a-kind look. Exclusive 17” alloy wheels and a choice of exterior colours and contrasting roof
colours allow you to customise your KONA Electric to match your personal style.The all-new KONA Electric is
designed to fit everything you and your busy life can throw at it – with plenty of room for both passengers and
luggage with a boot capacity of 332L (VDA) including charging cable. But it’s also the attention to detail that makes
it so special. Discover an exceptional level of comfort with high quality materials throughout for a sensuous and
refined feel.Our order book is now open with deliveries due before the end of the year! Be among the first in
Northern Ireland to own this amazing new technology.Contact John Mulholland Hyundai Randalstown or Campsie
today to find out more about the New Hyundai Kona Electric.

All figures exclude VAT. Business customers only. Finance subject to status. Image is for illustration purposes only.
John Mulholland Motors Ltd is an appointed representative of ITC Compliance Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (their registration number is 313486). Permitted activities include advising on and arranging general insurance contracts and acting as a credit

broker not a lender. We can introduce you to a limited number of finance providers and may receive a commission from them for the introduction. All
finance applications are subject to status, terms and conditions apply, UK residents only, 18’s or over, guarantees may be required.
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